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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

 

JOSEPH HENDERSON, SR.  * CIVIL ACTION NO.: 3:15CV02907 

      *   

VERSUS     * JUDGE ROBERT G. JAMES 

      *   

OFFICE DEPOT, INC.   *  MAGISTRATE KAREN L. HAYES 

 

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION  

OF ISSUE FOR INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL 

 

Defendant Office Depot, Inc. respectfully moves pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) for this 

Court to certify for interlocutory appeal the portion of the Court’s November 10, 2016 Order (ECF 

No. 37) adopting the Report and Recommendation of United States Magistrate Judge Karen L. 

Hayne (ECF No. 34) (the “Recommendation”) denying Office Depot’s motion to dismiss 

plaintiff’s 42 U.S.C. § 1981 claim. 

1. On December 30, 2015, plaintiff filed the instant suit against Office Depot 

alleging racial discrimination in violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1981 and failing to prevent or rectify 

alleged racial discrimination in violation of 42 U.S.C. §§ 1985 and 1986.  (ECF No. 1.)  

Plaintiff later filed a First Amended Complaint.  (ECF No. 24.)  Plaintiff alleges that he 

entered an Office Depot store in Ruston, Louisiana with the idea that he might like to buy a 

printer.  (Id. at ¶ 6.)  According to plaintiff, he wandered around in the printer aisle for about 

15 minutes without acknowledgement by any sales employees before flagging down a cashier 

who subsequently called someone to help him.  (Id. at ¶¶ 7-8.)  Plaintiff next alleges that he 

waited another 10 minutes without being helped, so he went to another aisle where a 

Caucasian sales representative, identified as “Cat,” was already assisting a Caucasian male.   

(Id. at ¶¶ 8-9.)  Plaintiff claims to have told Cat that he would wait for her help in the printer 

aisle, but Cat left the sales floor after she finished with the Caucasian customer. (Id. at ¶¶ 
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10-12.)  Later, according to plaintiff, Cat returned to the sales floor and began assisting 

another Caucasian male who had just entered the store.  (Id. at 13.)  Approximately 45 

minutes after first entering the store, plaintiff alleges, he left without receiving assistance or 

purchasing a printer.  (Id. at 15.)  Office Depot moved to dismiss plaintiff’s claims.  (ECF 

No. 27.)  Magistrate Judge Hayes recommended allowance of the motion to dismiss as to 

plaintiff’s § 1985 and § 1986 claims, but denied the motion as to his § 1981 claim .  (ECF 

No. 34.)  This Court accepted Magistrate Judge Hayes’ recommendation.  (ECF No. 37.)     

2. Section 1292(b) articulates three criteria for certification of an  

interlocutory appeal: (1) the order from which appeal is taken involves a “controlling question of 

law”; (2) there is a “substantial ground for difference of opinion” concerning the issue; and (3) 

“an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance the ultimate termination of the 

litigation.”  28 U.S.C. § 1292(b).  The decision to permit such an appeal is within this Court’s 

discretion.  See Swint v. Chambers Cnty. Commc’n, 514 U.S. 35, 47 (1995).  “[I]n certifying an 

order for interlocutory review it is helpful if the district judge frames the controlling 

question(s) that the judge believes is presented by the order being certified” and states more 

than “a bare finding that the statutory requirements of section 1292(b) have been met.”  Linton 

v. Shell Oil Co., 563 F.3d 556, 557-58 (5th Cir. 2009).  The question on which Office Depot 

requests certification is whether plaintiff has alleged a plausibly valid § 1981 claim based on 

an “intentional failure to assist” theory where he needed the assistance of a sales representative 

before he could decide what printer he wanted to buy, did not receive assistance, and 

voluntarily left the store.  That question satisfies the three criteria for certification of an 

interlocutory appeal for the following reasons: 
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Controlling Question of Law 

3. This failure-to-assist question is a controlling question of law.  Whether a 

question is “controlling” generally turns on its potential to have some impact on the course of 

the litigation.  See WRIGHT, MILLER, ET AL., 16 FED. PRAC. & PROC. § 3930 (citing the Fifth 

Circuit and other circuits as recognizing that “a question is controlling, even though its disposition 

might not lead to reversal on appeal, if interlocutory reversal might save time for the district court, 

and time and expense for the litigants”).  And “[a]lthough the resolution of an issue need not 

necessarily terminate an action in order to be ‘controlling,’ it is clear that a question of law is 

‘controlling’ if reversal of the [order] would terminate the action.”  Klinghoffer v. S.N.C. Achille 

Lauro Ed Altri-Gestione Motonave Achille Lauro in Amministrazione Straordinaria, 921 F.2d 21, 

24 (2d Cir. 1990) (citing cases). 

4. Whether plaintiff has alleged a plausibly valid § 1981 claim where he claims he 

needed assistance in deciding exactly what he wanted to buy, did not receive the assistance he 

desired, and then left the store on his own accord is a “controlling” question in this case.  If so, 

the § 1981 claim may proceed.  On the other hand, if not, the § 1981 claim may not proceed 

and this case should be dismissed as the § 1981 claim is the only claim left in this action.  That 

makes the question a “controlling” one under any standard.  See WrIGHT, MILLER, ET AL., 16 

FED. PRAC. & PROC. § 3930 (“There is no doubt that a question is ‘controlling’ if its incorrect 

disposition would require reversal of a final judgment, either for further proceedings or for a 

dismissal that might have been ordered without the ensuing district-court proceedings.”). 

5. This question is also a question of law.  In the Fifth Circuit, to sustain a § 1981 

claim, plaintiff must establish three elements: (1) that he is a member of a racial minority; (2) that 

Office Depot had intent to discriminate on the basis of race; and (3) that the discrimination 
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concerned one or more of the activities enumerated in § 1981, in this instance, the making and 

enforcing of a contract.  Morris v. Dillard Dep’t Stores, Inc., 277 F.3d 743, 751-52 (5th Cir. 2001) 

(citing Bellows v. Amoco Oil Co., 118 F.3d 268, 274 (5th Cir.1997)).  Moreover, for the third 

element, plaintiff must establish the loss of an actual, not speculative or prospective, contract 

interest.  Compare Morris, 277 F.3d at 751-53 (denying § 1981 claim where there was “no evidence 

in the record indicating that [the plaintiff] she made any tangible attempt to purchase, or to return, 

specified goods at the store, or to enter any other contractual agreement” with a retailer), and 

Gregory v. Dillard’s, Inc., 565 F.3d 464, 470 (8th Cir. 2009) (“a shopper advancing a claim under 

§ 1981 must show an attempt to purchase, involving a specific intent to purchase an item, and a 

step toward completing that purchase”) and Sterling v. Kazmierczak, 983 F. Supp. 1186, 1192 

(N.D. Ill. 1997) (granting defendants’ motion to dismiss plaintiff’s § 1981 claim where plaintiff 

failed to allege that he ever found the air rifle cartridges for which he was looking, failed to allege 

that he was prepared to buy such cartridges before he left the store, and failed to allege that he had 

the cartridges “in hand” when confronted by police officer), with Green v. Dillard’s, 

Inc., 483 F.3d 533, 538 (8th Cir.2007) (holding that shopper satisfied third element by selecting a 

specific item in display case and communicating to sales clerk her desire to purchase that item), 

and Denny v. Elizabeth Arden Salons, Inc., 456 F.3d 427, 435 (4th Cir. 2006) (holding that 

plaintiffs who had purchased and received a gift package entitling the recipient to a variety of salon 

services had demonstrated a contractual relationship), and Williams v. Staples, Inc., 372 F.3d 662, 

668 (4th Cir. 2004) (holding that the plaintiff sought to enter a contractual relationship when he 

offered payment by check), and Christian v. Wal–Mart Stores, Inc., 252 F.3d 862, 874 (6th Cir. 

2001) (holding that a plaintiff who had selected merchandise for purchase by placing it in her cart, 

had the means to purchase, and would have purchased the merchandise had she not been asked to 
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leave the store had shown a sufficient contractual relationship to bring a § 1981 claim).  Cf. 

McQuiston v. K–Mart Corp., 796 F.2d 1346, 1348 (11th Cir. 1986) (holding that when a customer 

lifts an item from a shelf or rack to determine its price, there is no contractual relationship with the 

seller).  If plaintiff cannot establish the requisite actual contractual interest, then his § 1981 claim 

must fail. 

Substantial Ground for Difference of Opinion 

6. This is not a motion for reconsideration, and Office Depot does not undertake 

here to show anything more than the existence of “substantial ground for difference of opinion” 

on whether a § 1981 claim lies where a plaintiff claims that he needs assistance in deciding 

exactly what he wants to buy, does not receive the assistance he desires, and as a result leaves 

the store of his own free will.  Certification under § 1292(b) does not require a district court 

to reconsider its ruling.  Indeed, certification may be justified at a relatively low level of doubt, 

as the determination can be informed by the question’s consequence in the case, such as 

heading off a prolonged litigation.  See, e.g., Brown v. Texas & P. R. Co., 392 F. Supp. 1120, 

1126 (W.D. La. 1975) (“Although in the court’s mind there does not exist the strong possibility 

that the Memorandum Ruling was incorrect, the Court recognizes that its ruling does involve a 

controlling question of law as to which there is a substantial ground for difference of opinion. 

Furthermore, an immediate appeal . . . may materially advance the ultimate termination of the 

litigation.”). 

7. The Fifth Circuit apparently has not addressed the issue, and there is a seeming 

circuit split among the Court of Appeals that have.  APCC Servs., Inc. v. AT&T Corp., 297 F. 

Supp.  2d 101 (D.D.C. 2003) (in deciding whether to grant interlocutory appeal, substantial ground 

for difference of opinion may be established by dearth of precedent within controlling jurisdiction 
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and conflicting decisions in other circuits, where other courts have adopted conflicting positions 

regarding issue of law proposed for certification, or where court’s challenged decision conflicts 

with decisions of several other courts).  Although Office Depot believes that the Fifth Circuit 

resolved this issue in Morris v. Dillard Dept. Stores, Inc., 277 F.3d 743 (5th Cir. 2001), and 

Arguello v. Conoco, Inc., 330 F.3d 355 (5th Cir. 2003), the Recommendation disagreed, 

noting that “[t]he Fifth Circuit has not addressed a § 1981 claim in an ‘intentional failure to 

assist’ context.”  (ECF No. 34, at 7 n.2.)   

8. Most courts hold that to establish an interference with the right to contract, 

plaintiffs must allege more than just a general interest in the merchandise.  In Hampton v. 

Dillard Dep’t Stores, Inc., 247 F.3d 1091, 1117-18 (10th Cir. 2001), the Tenth Circuit rejected an 

African-American woman’s § 1981 claim that her ejection from a store was racially-motivated 

because she failed to show that she that she intended to make a purchase.  The court refused to 

extend § 1981 “beyond the contours of a contract” and held that “there must have been interference 

with a contract beyond the mere expectation of being treated without discrimination while 

shopping.”  Id. at 1118.  Similarly, in Sterling v. Kazmierczak, 983 F. Supp. 1186 (N.D. Ill. 

1997), the Court dismissed a plaintiff’s § 1981 claim because he “simply alleges that he went 

to the . . . store ‘for the purpose of purchasing air rifle cartridges.’  There are no allegations 

that [he] ever found the cartridges for which he was looking and that he was prepared to buy 

such cartridges before he left the store.  In addition, there are no allegations that [the plaintiff] 

had the air rifle cartridges in hand when confronted by [the guard].  The allegations simply 

establish that [the plaintiff] was browsing about the store.”  Id. at 1191-92.  Therefore, the 

Court concluded, the harm plaintiff suffered was “a possible loss of future contract 

opportunity,” which cannot provide grounds for relief under § 1981.  Id.  See also Wesley v. 
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Don Stein Buick, Inc., 42 F. Supp. 2d 1192, 1201 (D. Kan. 1999) (no § 1981 claim based, in part, 

on dealership’s refusal to assist her where plaintiff visited a car dealership for the purpose of 

obtaining general price information about a variety of automobiles but had not formed an intent to 

buy any particular car); Hickerson v. Macy’s Dep’t Store, No. CIV. A. 98-3170, 1999 WL 144461, 

at *2 (E.D. La. Mar. 16, 1999) (“Where . . . a plaintiff merely alleges that he had a generalized 

intent to purchase an item, but there is no evidence that he found the item and actually intended to 

purchase that particular item, the allegation is insufficient to establish a prima facie case under § 

1981.”).  Courts adhering to this rule reason that construing § 1981 to provide a remedy for breach 

of prospective contractual relations would nullify the contract requirement of § 1981.  See, e.g., 

Hampton, 247 F.3d at 1118 (Section 1981 does not universally protect “customers from 

harassment upon entering a retail establishment.”); Morris v. Office Max, 89 F.3d 411, 415 (7th 

Cir. 1996) (noting that, where claim was interference with prospective contractual relations, 

“[w]hile the incident . . . was unfortunate and undoubtedly disconcerting and humiliating, it does 

not constitute a violation of the statutes”); Ackaa v. Tommy Hilfiger Co., No. CIV. A. 96-8262, 

1998 WL 136522, at *5 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 24, 1998) (“[P]laintiffs contend that they were denied the 

right to enjoy all the terms, benefits and privileges of an implied contract between a retail 

establishment and its customers, i.e., to browse, examine and purchase merchandise without 

harassment, to leave the store without being subjected to accusations of theft, and to reenter the 

store at will for additional shopping, return or exchange of merchandise.  Reduced to its essence, 

plaintiffs’ § 1981 contract claim . . . amounts to breach of a presumed right to be free of race 

discrimination while accepting a store’s invitation to shop.  Similar theories of interference with 

enjoyment of all terms, privileges and conditions of the presumed contractual relationship between 

retail establishments and shoppers . . . have, however, been consistently rejected as insufficient to 
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satisfy the third element of a prima facie case under § 1981.”); Lewis v. J.C. Penney Co., Inc., 948 

F. Supp. 367, 371–72 (D. Del. 1996) (rejecting argument that § 1981 provides remedy for breach 

of implied contract that all who enter a commercial establishment will be treated equally; this 

would nullify the contract requirement of § 1981).  According to these lines of cases, a retail 

establishment’s failure to help a customer decide what to buy cannot state a cognizable claim 

under § 1981.   

9. Some courts, however, have taken a somewhat broader view, extending the 

reach of § 1981 claims in the retail context beyond claims for interference with contracts to 

also cover claims for a hostile shopping environment like the one plaintiff attempts to assert 

here.  Thus, the Sixth Circuit has held that a § 1981 claim lies where a defendant provides 

“services in a markedly hostile manner and in a manner which a reasonable person would 

find objectively discriminatory.”  Christian v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 252 F.3d 862, 872-73 

(6th Cir. 2001).  Likewise, the District of Maryland, rather than limiting relief under § 1981 

to cases in which a defendant interfered with a plaintiff’s right to contract, stated that a 

plaintiff must show that he or she: 

[d]id not enjoy the privileges and benefits of the contracted for experience 

under factual circumstances which rationally support an inference of unlawful 

discrimination in that (a) they were deprived of services while similarly 

situated persons outside the protected class were not deprived of these 

services, and/or (b) they received services in a markedly hostile manner and in 

a manner which a reasonable person would find objectively unreasonable. 

Callwood v. Dave & Buster’s, Inc., 98 F. Supp. 2d 694, 703 (D. Md. 2000).  Under these 

cases, a plaintiff arguably need not necessarily have formed a specific intent to purchase a 

particular product to assert a valid § 1981 claim, because a failure of a retail establishment 

to assist the plaintiff based on racial animus would be enough.   
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14. Again, this motion does not ask the Court to reconsider its ruling on plaintiff’s 

§ 1981 claim.  The Court can continue to find its reasoning persuasive while recognizing that 

reasonable debate can exist.  The second requirement for § 1292(b) certification is met 

because there is at least substantial room for debate.  

Advancing Termination of the Litigation 

15. The issue meets the third requirement for certification because appellate resolution 

“may materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation.” 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b). A 

holding that browsing a retail store is not the same as the formation of a contractual interest 

would terminate the § 1981 claim and, as a result, this case.   

16. Appellate resolution of the merits of plaintiff’s § 1981 claim at this early stage 

in the case, before expensive discovery, dispositive-motions practice and a potential trial, is 

efficient for all parties.  “Appeals have frequently been allowed on the question whether the 

plaintiff has stated a claim if the problem is a difficult one of substantive law, rather than a mere 

matter of properly pleading a claim sought to be brought within a recognized and generally 

sufficient legal theory.”  WRIGHT, MILLER, ET AL. 16 FED. PRAC. & PROC. § 3931.  That is precisely 

the case here. 

Conclusion 

For these reasons, Office Depot respectfully requests that the Court certify for 

interlocutory appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) the portion of its November 10, 2016 order 

denying Office Depot’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s § 1981 claim. 

 

*** 
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Respectfully submitted, 

 

/s/Miles C. Thomas     

Miles C. Thomas, BAR # 31342, T.A. 

  mthomas@lawla.com 

LUGENBUHL, WHEATON, PECK, RANKIN & 

HUBBARD       

      2775 Pan-American Life Center 

      601 Poydras Street 

      New Orleans, Louisiana  70130 

      Telephone: (504) 568-1990 

      Facsimile: (504) 310-9195  

Attorney for Office Depot, Inc. 

 

Tamula R. Yelling, Esq. (AL Bar No. ASB-9447-

E61T; pro hac vice petition forthcoming) 

  tyelling@constangy.com   

CONSTANGY, BROOKS, SMITH & PROPHETE, LLP 

2 Chase Corporate Drive, Suite 120 

Birmingham, Alabama 35244 

Telephone: (205) 252-9321 

Facsimile: (205) 323-7674 

 Attorney for Office Depot, Inc. 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 I hereby certify that on this 6th day of December 2016, I electronically filed the foregoing 

with the Clerk of Court by using the CM/ECF system, which will send a notice of electronic filing 

to all attorneys of record.  

 

      /s/ Miles C. Thomas   
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